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Operations Bulletin --- February 12, 2021 

Full suite of Zelis® claim edits take effect April 15, 2021 
 
Geisinger Health Plan is working with Zelis® to implement an additional 
layer of claims edits, effective April 15, 2021. 
 
Since 2019, we’ve been working with Zelis®, a market leader in cost management and payment 
solutions, to more appropriately adjudicate and apply members’ benefits. Our responsibility to 
members is to ensure the care they receive is covered, necessary and paid for accurately.  
 
We’d like you to be aware of the types of claim edits we’re implementing this April to help 
minimize disruption to the payment of your claims. These additional Zelis® edits will apply to a 
variety of care services across the spectrum of your Geisinger Health Plan patients’ health 
benefits. All edits are based on national standards of care, national and regional regulatory 
guidance, national correct coding standards and areas that have been identified as problematic 
and commonly misbilled. 
 
Types of claim edits going into effect April 15, 2021 

As of April 15, 2021, you may notice claim edit explanations on your EOPs, or your patients’ 
EOBs, that reference Zelis® for the following claim elements: 

• Disallowed multiple, secondary, and separate procedures 

• Diagnostic coding and modifier use including incompatibility 

• Visit frequency 

• Gender coding and use 

• Place of service 

• Global service periods 

• Assistant and team surgeons 

• DME place of service, procedures, frequency, and non-covered items 

• Laboratory testing medical protocol 

• Cosmetic, discretionary, experimental, and investigational procedures 

 

 

 

 



Geisinger Health Plan may refer collectively to health care coverage sponsors Geisinger Health Plan, 
Geisinger Quality Options, Inc., and Geisinger Indemnity Insurance Company, unless otherwise noted. 
Geisinger Health Plan is part of Geisinger, an integrated health care delivery and coverage organization. 
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More detailed information will be available soon 

We’ll be in touch over the coming weeks with more specific information about the edits going 
into place this April. Be sure to visit us on NaviNet and check out our monthly provider updates 
for more. 
 
If you’d like to talk to your Geisinger Health Plan provider account manager about this 
Operations Bulletin, call 800-876-5357 or email GHPAccountMngt@geisinger.edu. 
 
Have questions about a claim now? Call 800-447-4000 and say, “claims” to connect with a claims 
resolution representative. 
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